
Source signature variations and thier implications.

The source signature is now often measured in marine VSP experiments and especially in walkaway
VSPs. These measurements are not used in processing.

For a single receiver walkaway VSP the geophone data are particle velocities v(t;xr) recorded as a
function of time t and receiver position xr. The source signature is a function of time and position,
s(t;xs). The impulse response of the earth is a function of time as well as geometry: g(t;xs;xr).
In the frequency domain the particle velocity measurement, source function and impulse response
are related as:

V (!;xr) =G(!;xs;xr) � S(!;xs); (1)

where the capitals denote the change of domain.

In VSP velocity �ltering it is assumed that the source signature is the same for each shot. Mea-
surements of source signatures show that this assumption is not valid, thus the velocity �ltered
data contain errors due to this shot{to{shot source signature variation.
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Figure 1: Measured Source Signatures

Figure (1) shows measurements m(t; xs) of the source signature for �fteen successive shots from a
walkaway VSP experiment. The shot{to{shot source signature variation is obvious. Not only is
there variation in the initial pulse but also in the bubble oscillation period, of the order of 20%.
(Such a variation would be intolerable in seismic reection data)



Source signature deconvolution of marine VSP data

We begin with a single source pressure measurement m(t) for a single shot made at a hydrophone
a distance r from the source and R from its virtual image. The source time function s(t) is related
to the measurement m(t) by (Ziolkowski 1991)
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Transforming to the frequency domain and solving for the source function S(!) we have
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We now design a �lter F (!;xs) such that S(!;xs) is shaped to a desired function D(!), which is
not shot dependent. After �ltering, all the shots then have the same source signature d(t). The
�lter is de�ned as

F (!;xs) =
D(!)S�(!;xs)

jS(!;xS)j2 + c
; (4)

where D(!) is chosen such that the desired source wavelet d(t) is shorter than s(t) but with
approximately the same bandwidth, and c is a small constant for stabilisation of the operator in
the presence of noise. Finally we have

G(!;xs;xr) �D(!) = V (!;xr) � F (!;xs): (5)

The shot{to{shot variability is removed from the VSP data.

Practical issues

If we wish to add such a scheme to the VSP processing sequence there are practical issues to be
considered. The geophone and hydrophone data should be recorded through the same electronic
�lters. If this is not possible, the responses of the two sets of �lters must be known. The two
quantities R and r must also be known; that is, we must know where the source and hydrophone
are relative to the sea surface.

Conclusions

It is well known from measurements that there is signi�cant shot{to{shot variation in the source
signature. Current VSP processing schemes usually ignore this, thus introducing errors. We propose
that the source signature should be measured properly such that the shot{to{shot variations are
eliminated using the above scheme. Then conventional VSP processing can be applied without
these errors.
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